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Abstract

We have analyzed squeegee/cuckoo mode diagnostic data and have identified sev-
eral processing algorithms which improve the spectral resolution of the ACIS front-
illuminated detectors. Measures that improve the performance compared to that of
squeegee clocking alone include: i) accurate accounting for the dependence of the
charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) on charge packet size and on column in the detector;
ii) discrimination between events with and without background-generated “precursors”
in the readout sequence, respectively; and iii) correction of the estimated charge loss
for the effects of background precursors when present; this last correction produces at
most a small improvement.

Each of these measures contributes separately to performance improvement. No
flight software modifications are needed to implement measure i). Measures ii) and iii)
would place different demands on ACIS onboard Front-End Processors, with measure
iii) the more demanding.

We have chosen the spectral resolution (line full-width at half-maximum or FWHM)
for events occuring at the high-row end of the detector as our figure of merit. The best
performance we have achieved (using standard event filters) at 5.9 keV is 190-230 eV
FWHM in the top 32 rows of the I3 detector, about a factor of 2 improvement over
the current (non-squeegee) performance. At 1.5 keV, the FWHM is reduced by about
a factor of 1.4 (140 eV FWHM corrected vs 200 eV FWHM current preformance.) We
have obtained these levels of improvement using two independent analysis approaches.
We present performance improvements for the various measures separately as a function
of event location on the detector. Significant additional performance gains (to 160 eV
FWHM at 5.9 keV and to 130 eV FWHM at 1.5 keV) can be obtained by excluding
events with precursors, but only at the cost of reducing detection efficiency by up to a
factor of five.

We describe a charge loss model and use laboratory and flight data to constrain
both the variation of charge packet volume with amplitude and the densities and time
constants of four charge trap species. While the model parameters appear to be well-
constrained, the charge loss model fails to predict accurately the effects of precursors
on charge loss. We do not understand why this is so.

We describe phenomena which must limit the available performance improvement.
These include: i) random fluctuations in cti-induced charge loss; ii) spatial variation of
the radiation induced trap density. We compare the observed performance to the best-
possible performance permitted by these factors. For events with no precursors, we
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obtain close to theoretical performance at 5.9 keV, but there is room for improvement
at lower energies.

We find that accurate extrapolation of the CTI correction to energies below 1.5 keV
will likely require ACIS calibration observations of celestial sources.

Recommendation
We believe our results justify serious consideration of ACIS flight software mod-

ifications that would telemeter more information about precurors than is currently
produced by the ACIS flight software. We propose to devise and evaluate algorithms
that could run in ACIS processors and which would provide additional information
about precursors.

1 Introduction

CTI correction is the final component of our three-facet effort to ameliorate the soft
proton damage to ACIS front-illuminated detectors. The first two components involved
changes in operating temperature (to -120C) and clocking modes (to squeegee) respec-
tively. The final amelioration step, described here, is to investigate ACIS flight (and
ground) software changes that might correct for the effects of radiation-induced charge
trapping.

For this purpose we required raw CCD data (rather than events) from complete
columns. To obtain these data as efficiently as possible, the cuckoo mode was devised
in October 2000 and used between November 200 and the present to collect data
with the ACIS external calibration source illuminating the focal plane. In all, fifteen
observations, each producing data from the same 16 columns of the ACIS I3 detector,
are examined.

Our aim in analyzing these data has been to develop data processing algorithms
that improve the spectral resolution of the front-illuminated detectors. In this effort
no account has been taken of the processing resources available on board ACIS. This
memo summarizes our analysis, and is intended to provide a basis for deciding whether
or not to proceed to development of ACIS flight software patches.

Our findings, summarized below in section 9, are in part unexpected. In short, while
we have identified algorithms that improve ACIS performance, much of the improve-
ment can be obtained with ground processing alone (after calibration of the algorithms
using the cuckoo data.) Most of the remaining peformance improvement demonstrated
to date, which could be obtained from modifications to the flight software, also require
considerable sacrifice of detection efficiency. In spite of these results, we believe that
our results to date, together with the promise of future improvement, warrant serious
consideration of flight software enhancements.

The plan of the memo is as follows. The next section presents the charge loss
model, while Sections 3, 4 and 5 describe our efforts to determine parameters of the
major components of this model: the charge-volume relationship, the trap density
distribution, and the trap time constants, respectively.

The next three sections present post-correction performance using two different ap-
proaches. Section 6 presents results obtained by using the best-fit charge loss model
parameters to compute corrections. We present results as a function of row number on
the device, and the effect of filtering on the presence of precursors is discussed. Sec-
tion 7 describes a completely independent approach, in which parameters of a slightly
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simplified version of the charge loss model are determined by minimizing the deviation
between the corrected pulse-height spectrum and the observed pre-launch spectrum of
the calibration source. In this (more compuationally intensive) approach, results are
quoted for the top quarter of the device, and the effects of column-to-column varia-
tions in CTI and the presence of precursors are each quantified. The two approaches
give consistent results for the cases in which they have both been applied. Section 8
presents theoretical limits on CTI-corrected performance and compares these to our
results. Section 9 summarizes our findings.

Section 10 discusses issues related to ACIS flight software modifications that might
be contemplated to achieve these improvements. Details of the software codes used in
event correction described here are given in Appendices.

Readers seeking a summary of results and conclusions may wish to proceed directly
to Section 9.

2 Charge Loss Model

Assume a single trap species with volume density n and time constant τ . We want
to compute the charge lost from an X-ray-generated charge packet, named X, that is
collected in row yx with amplitude Qx. We assume that there is a known, monotonic
relationship between charge packet amplitude Q and volume occupied V (Q) (later we
will adopt V (Q) ∼ Qα with α ≈ 1/2.)

In the absence of background charge, the charge loss per pixel from packet X

would be simply nVX , abbreviating VX ≡ V (QX). To account for background charge,
we suppose we have identified the size and location of every “precursor” charge packet
precedingX (i.e., detected in rows y < yX). We then remove from further consideration
any background packet B which is separated from X by another background packet B′

for which QB′ > QB. This step accounts for the “shielding” effect of some precursor
packets on others, and is illustrated in Figure 2. Each charge packet is represented
in Figure 2 by a vertical line segment; the position of the line segment represents the
charge packet location, and the height of the line segment represents the charge packet
amplitude. Charge packets excluded from consideration are represented by dashed
lines. The remaining precursor charge packets, represented by solid lines in Figure 2,
then form a sequence, which, if ordered from lowest to highest distance “in front of”
X, have row numbers y satsifying (yi > yi+1 and amplitudes satisfying Qi < Qi+1, for
1 < i < j (j is the number of precursor packets.) The sequence terminates at the “first”
(highest-y) packet satisfying Qj ≥ QX , or, if there is no such packet, when the bottom
of the detector column is reached. (Strictly speaking, the sequence is terminated by the
squeegee charge which is clocked through all pixels at the beginning of each integration
period.)

If V (Q) is known we can compute a volume Vi for each precursor packet. We also
require for each precursor packet the time delay ti between the arrival at any trap
of that packet and packet X during the image-to-framestore transfer process. If we
measure the trap time constant τ in units of the line transfer time during the image-
to-framestore operation (40 µs), then ti ≡ (yX − yi).

Since background packet i will fill nVi traps when it arrives at a particular pixel (we
assume all capture times are short compared to the line transfer time), and since the
filled trap population will decay exponentially with time after the background packet
leaves that pixel, we can compute the total charge lost during the frame transfer process
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Figure 1: Precursor charge packet selection algorithm. Each of the charge packets in one
CCD column is represented by a vertical line; the height of the line is proportional to charge
packet amplitude. Only the precursor packets represented by the solid lines are considered
in the CTI correction algorithm. The other (dotted-line) charge packets have no effect on
the amplitude of the X-ray induced packet.

from row yX , δQ(yX) for X as

δQ(yX) = n

j∑
i=1

δVi((yX − yi)(1− e
−
tsq
τ ) + yi(1− e

−
ti
τ )) (1)

where we’ve written δVi ≡ Vi − Vi−1 and define V0 ≡ 0. This can be rewritten

δQ(yX) = nVXyX

1− e−
tsq
τ −

j∑
i=1

Vi
VX

(
yi
yX

(e−
ti
τ − e−

tsq
τ )− yi+1

yX
(e−

ti+1
τ − e−

tsq
τ )

)
(2)

Here we have assumed that the amplitude of the largest precursor packet is smaller
than that of X, so that Vj < VX . In case Vj > VX , the equations are correct if one sets
Vj = VX . Here also tsq ≡ (tframe + 1024 − yX) ≈ tframe, where tframe is the frame
integration time in units of the row transfer time (typically tframe = 8×105). This last
term represents the effect of squeegee charge, which is assumed to occupy a volume
Vsq > VX . Finally, we define yj+1 ≡ 0.

This formulation ignores the change of the various charge packet amplitudes during
the readout process itself as charge is lost to traps. In reality VX and the various Vi will
decline during the readout. The quantities observed, of course, are the charge packet
amplitudes after all transfers have been made. Given a reliable relationship between Qi
and Vi, and knowledge of the trap characteristics and locations of all charge packets, one
could in principle iteratively compute the volume of each charge packet as a function of
row number during the readout, and sum the charge lost at each transfer to determine
the total charge lost by each X-ray event. In fact, such an iterative scheme is described
by Leisa Townsley and colleagues (2000 ApJ 534 L139.)
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Here, in hopes that a somewhat simpler approach is sufficient, we make some ap-
proximations. If we assume that the ratios Vi

VX
are constant during the readout, then

to first order in δQX
QX

,
δQX = yXnVX,final(1− F ) (3)

which is the amplitude correction we seek, with

F = F (τ, {ti}, {Vi}) = e−
tsq
τ +

j∑
i=1

Vi
VX

(
yi
yX

(e−
ti
τ − e−

tsq
τ )− yi+1

yX
(e−

ti+1
τ − e−

tsq
τ )

)
(4)

Here yX is the row at which the photon was absorbed in the detector and VX,final
is the volume associated with the final (i.e., as-read) amplitude of the charge packet.
F is a function of the trap time constant τ and the background charge locations {ti}
and volumes (amplitudes) {Vi}. Since F can (in principle) be computed from the ob-
served locations and amplitudes of background charge packets, equations 3 and 4 give
a prescription for correcting event amplitudes in the presence of squeegee and of back-
ground. We note that error caused by neglect of terms of second- and higher-order in
δQX
QX
∼ Q

−1/2
X will be smallest at highest energies.

The effect of the background charge on CTI can be made more explicit. Since
CTI = δQ(yX)/QX , one can write

CTI(yX , VX) = CTI0(yX , VX)(1− F (τ, {ti}, {Vi})) (5)

Here CTI0(yX , VX) = nVX is the CTI for a packet of volume VX in the absence of any
background charge.

In this formulation (almost) all of the stochastic variation is represented by the
term F . Clearly 0 ≤ F ≤ 1. The mean CTI, averaged over many frames, will be

< CTI(yX , VX) >= CTI0(yX , VX)(1− < F >) (6)

and the root-mean-square (RMS) variation in the CTI (and hence pulse-height) is
proportional to the the RMS variation in F :

(< (CTI(yX , VX− < CTI(yX , VX) >)2 >)1/2 = CTI0(yX , VX)(< (F− < F >)2 >1/2)
(7)

3 The Charge-Volume Relationship

Our model contains two parameters for each trap type (density n, and time constant
τ) and an additional parameter α relating the charge packet volume to amplitude Q
via V (Q) ∝ Qα. (The normalization of V (Q) is degenerate in the analysis with an
overall scale factor in the trap densities and so we neither can nor need determine it.)

In this section we summarize relationships that can be used, in principle, to extract
charge-volume relationship model parameters from the data, and then apply these
results to both laboratory and flight data. For this purpose we restrict attention to
X-ray packets for which there are no precursors.

Determination of trap densities and time constants are discussed in subsequent
sections.
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3.1 The Charge-Volume Model

In this section we summarize expressions used to determine the logarithmic slope α of
the charge volume relationhip. As noted above, we restrict attention to events which
have no precursors. For reasons which will become clear, we allow the density of traps
to be a function of position within the device.

Assume an arbitrary mixture of traps, with total volume density n(y) which might
vary with row number y. Assume that the volume occupied by a charge packet with Q
total electrons is given by V (Q) = k×Qα. Assume an initial charge Qinj(y)is injected
by an X-ray of energy E at row y; there is a direct proportionality Qinj(y) = gE. When
this charge packet is transferred from row y to row y−1 during the image-to-framestore
transfer, the charge loss is given by

δQ = kn(y)Qαinj(y) (8)

The total charge loss for the packet is then obtained by summing the δQ for row
numbers from y to 1. Approximating the sum as an integral gives:∫ Qinj

Qobs

dQ

Qα
= k

∫ y

1
n(y)dy (9)

which means

Q
(1−α)
inj (y)−Q(1−α)

obs (y) = (1− α)k

∫ y

1
n(y)dy ≡ (1− α)kn̄(y)y (10)

where Qobs(y)is the observed charge (after readout) and where the last term defines
the mean trap density between rows 1 and y, n̄(y). Note that n̄(y)will vary with y if
the trap density is not uniform. Equation 10 can be rewritten, for example,

Qobs(y) =
[
Q

(1−α)
inj (y)− (1− α)kn̄(y)y

] 1
(1−α) (11)

which gives the observed charge as a function of row number for fixed input energy.
To save writing, it is useful define a function

Q∗inj(y) = [(1− α)kn̄(y)y]
1

(1−α) (12)

Physically, Q∗inj(y)is the quantity of charge which, if injected at row y, will just be
completely consumed by traps during transfer from row y to the framestore. Note that
Q∗inj(y)depends on y through the trap density, and is independent of input energy.
With this notation, the observed variation of amplitude with row number is

Qobs(y) =
[
Q

(1−α)
inj (y)−Q

∗(1−α)
inj (y)

] 1
(1−α) (13)

Note that if we know Q∗inj(y)for all y and we know α, we know everything we need
to to know about charge loss as a function of energy (ignoring pre-cursors). In fact,
we can measure the variation of n̄(y)with y, assuming we know α, by determining
Q∗inj(y)from:

Q∗inj(y) =
[
Q

(1−α)
inj (y)−Q

(1−α)
obs (y)

] 1
(1−α) (14)
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or, more directly,

yn̄(y) =

[
Q

(1−α)
inj (y)−Q

(1−α)
obs (y)

]
k(1− α)

(15)

Assuming that relative proportions of traps of different species are the same in all
pixels, the charge in the pixel immediately trailing the injected charge packet, Qtrail(y),
is given by

Qtrail(y) = f(Qinj(y)−Qobs(y)) (16)

where 0 < f < 1 is the fraction of the trapped charge that is re-emitted in the trailing
pixel, which is assumed independent of y and Q. (Of course, f will be very sensitive
to detector temperature since it depends on the trap time constants.) Two equivalent
expressions for Qtrail(y)are

Qtrail(y) = f
[
(Qobs(y)1−α +Q∗inj(y)1−α

] 1
(1−α) = f

[
(Qinj(y)1−α −Q∗inj(y)1−α

] 1
(1−α)

(17)
The first of these forms can be used to fit trailing charge data as a function of

energy to determine α. For example, if only events from a small span in row numbers
are considered, then Q∗inj(y)is a constant (independent of energy) and 17 can be fit to
(Qtrail(y), Qobs(y)) pairs at different energies. Once α is known, one could in principle
use amplitude-vs-row data to determine Q∗inj(y), i.e., the variation of trap density with
y.

In the special case α = 1/2, these expressions reduce to:

Qobs(y) = Qinj(y)− 2{Qinj(y)Q∗inj(y)}1/2 +Q∗inj(y) (18)

and
Qtrail(y) = f(2{Qinj(y)Q∗inj(y)}1/2 −Q∗inj(y)) (19)

In the further special case that n̄(y)is independent of y (uniform trap density) we get

Qobs(y) = Qinj(y)− (Qinj(y)1/2kn̄(y)y) + (
kn̄(y)y

2
)2 (20)

In this case we have the interesting result that the deviation of Qobs(y)from linear
dependence on y is i) independent of energy and ii) a direct measure of Q∗inj(y).
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3.2 Charge-Volume Relationship: Laboratory Data, 0.4 -
6 keV

The ACIS flight calibration source produces strong fluorescence lines at Al-K and Ti-K
as well as an even stronger fluence at the Mn-K decay line. Lower energy components
such as O, Ti-L and Mn-L are very faint and difficult to identify in the presence of
source electron emission and other background contributions. This means that flight
testing of correction algorithms is necessarily limited to x-rays of energy greater than
that expected from many scientific observations. Correction is of little value if it cannot
be applied at all x-ray energies, but especially the lower energy band.

A laboratory test CCD with appropriate radiation damage has been used to test
correction applicability in the energy band C-K (277 eV) to Si-K (1740 eV). The front
illuminated ACIS spare ccid17 (w459c1) was uniformly irradiated with 102 keV protons
at a fluence of 3.7 x 107 p/cm2 (ACIS memo 182). For this discussion it suffices to
note that the device exhibits all the important behavioral features of the flight CCDs
differing only in the degree of damage. Operating this device at -120 C with the
default squeegee clocking (ACIS engineering electronics) the usual event lists are made
for cases of near uniform monochromatic x-ray illumination (In Focus Monochromator
with electron impact source). For added fidelity a Co-60 ‘background simulator’ is
employed to populate the squeegee rows.

Selecting only events from row y=1000 (top of image, prime focus) and further
restricting to only non-split events, the mean of a fit to the central pixel amplitude
histogram yields Qobs(y=1000) for each energy. These values are shown in Figure 2. A
fit of equation 13 is made where the values for Qinj are taken from the gain solution
at row y=20, where the damage has no effect.

Two fits have been performed. First, both α and Q∗inj are allowed to vary. The best
fit results are α = 0.32± 0.07 and Q∗inj = 141eV. Formally the fit is unacceptable, with
reduced χ2

ν ∼ 50 for ν = 50 degrees of freedom, given plausible peak location errors of
±1 analog-to-digital converter units (adu) 1 σ. While this is hardly an acceptable fit,
there is no obvious trend in the residuals, and we can imagine a number of systematic
effects that may lurk in the data. The quoted uncertainty range on α is nominally a
90% confidence interval, and was obtained assuming the the errors are actually 7 adu
per measurement. This fit is shown as the solid curve in Figure 2.

Since in later sections we assume α = 1/2, we also show, as the dashed curve in
Figure 2, the best-fit of Equation 13 with α fixed at this value. Note that both models
fit the data quite well above 1 keV, where all of the available flight data have been
obtained. Note also, however, that the two models differ considerably at energies below
0.5 keV. In fact, the predicted pulse-heights for 390 keV photons differ by about 15% in
the two models. Thus, while an α = 0.5 model may fit the data quite well at energies
above 1 keV, errors are likely to be larger at lower energies.

Two other noteworthy features are the apparent validity of extending the model
from low to high x-ray energy and the clear indication of the effects of Q∗inj, the charge
threshold below which traps consume all charge. From an experimental point of view
the relevant measure is the charge (energy) below which the threshold of detection
(typically 38 ADU = 200 eV in this device) is no longer exceeded. From the figure
this is seen to be near 350 eV (more precisely, Q∗inj + 200 eV = 341 eV) Laboratory
data support this inference. Although data were taken at C-K (277 eV), these data
are not included in our analysis because so few events exceed threshold. We note
that the precise value of Q∗inj is a function of the total trap density, and thus of the
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Figure 2: Center pixel amplitude at row 1000 as a function of X-ray energy for an irradiated
laboratory test device. The data points have nominal errors of ±1 adu shown by the error
bars, and are circled for clarity. The two curves show models of the energy-dependence of
charge loss described in the text.

detailed irradiation history. The flight devices, in particular, may have much lower
values of Q∗inj than this ground test device. On the other hand, the laboratory results
suggest that it may be worthwhile to consider lowering the event threshold for the
front-illuminated detectors.
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Figure 3: Trailing pixel amplitude as a function of energy.

3.3 Charge-Volume Relationship:
Flight Data, 1.5 - 6 keV

As mentioned above (section 3.2), the flight calibration source produces 3 intense
monochromatic lines corresponding to Al K, Ti K and Mn K lines. At these 3
energies it is possible to test the model of the dependence of signal charge on volume
occupied by this charge for the flight device.

The amount of charge in the first trailing pixel behind the center pixel of an event is
proportional to the number of traps filled by the charge in the center pixel, and hence
is proportional to the volume occupied by that charge. An amplitude of the signal in
the trailing pixel is measurable near the top of the image section and the result at 3
energies is shown on the Figure 3 as triangles plotted as a function of energy (to which
signal in the center pixel is proportional). Only events from rows between 800 and 950
were used for this analysis.

If we follow a simplified model assuming that the charge loss stays constant in every
transfer and proportional to initial signal charge, then the trailing charge collected after
y transfers is proportional to y and Qα0 . This simple model with α = 0.5 is plotted as
a solid line on Fig. 3 and is in a reasonable agreement with the data.

Another way to characterize parameter α, described in section 3.2, is to measure
at several different energies the center pixel amplitude in the rows near the top of the
array where the loss of amplitude is significant. On Fig. 4 is shown a plot similar
to the Fig. 2, but for the flight chip i3. The model prediction plotted as a solid line
assumes α = 0.5 and is based on the same numerical calculation that is used in section
4.1.

In order to demonstrate that function V = kQα with α = 0.5 is in a good agreement
with experimental data, on Fig. 5 we plot center pixel amplitude as a function of
row number in a wide range of amplitudes, so that all 3 emission lines of the flight
calibration source are clearly visible. Overplotted are 3 solid lines that represent the
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Figure 4: Center pixel amplitude in the rows 800-950 as a function of energy for the flight
chip i3. Triangles are experimental data corresponding to Mn Kα, Ti K, and Al K lines.
Solid line is the model prediction assuming α = 0.5.

Figure 5: Pulse height of the center pixel as a function of row number for all of the events.
Three prominent lines are Mn Kα, Ti K, and Al K. Solid lines are the model predictions
assuming α = 0.5.
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model prediction for the signal amplitude at 3 energies. No adjustments of model
parameters were made when making calculation for different line energies. The only
parameters used are the gain of the amplifier determined for the Mn Kα line at low
row numbers to be 255.17 ADU/keV , α (value of 0.5 was used), and the product
n · k = 0.005 (see equation 25 in section 4.1). The model agrees with the data pretty
well, some discrepancy at very large row numbers (the model seems to be slightly
lower than the signal amplitude in the data) is caused by the nonuniformity of the trap
distribution described in section 4.1.

4 Spatial Nonuniformity of the Trap Density

The experimental data clearly indicate that the distribution of traps can be noticeably
nonuniform. Knowing the details of the trap distribution is extremely important for
the proper implementation of the pulse height correction algorithm. We studied the
variation of the trap density in both directions - along the column and along the rows
using entirely different techniques.

4.1 Variation of the trap density along the column

The most common way to demonstrate radiation damage in a CCD is to plot pulse
height as a function of row number. Signal amplitude corresponding to monoenergetic
photons decreases at higher row numbers due to the charge loss to electron traps in the
channel. The change in the amplitude from one row to the next is caused by trapping of
the electrons in a transfer between these particular rows, the rest of transfer is exactly
the same for signal packets from both rows. This means that the derivative of the
signal amplitude as a function of row number is a measure of the local trap density.
To be more precise charge loss δQ(y) is proportional to the per row trap density n(y)
and the volume V occupied by a given charge packet:

δQ = n(y) · V · dy, (21)

dy is difference of row numbers.
Assuming V = kQα one can write (this is same as formula 8 in section 3.1)

dQ = n(y) · kQα · dy (22)

or

n(y) =
dQ

dy
·

1

kQα
(23)

If we assume difference between rows dy = 1, then normalizing to the average density
n 23 can be rewritten as:

n(y)

n
=
δQ

Qα
·

1

kn
(24)

Fig. 6 shows a scatter plot of center pixel amplitude of an event for Mn Kα line
for the flight chip i3. The smooth solid line on the plot shows what the amplitude
as a function of row number should be if the trap density is uniform. It is calculated
following 22 and 21 without solving it analytically, but rather numerically by cycling
through 1024 rows and calculating charge loss in row number y as

δQy = n · kQαy (25)
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Figure 6: Pulse height as a function of row number for the events that have no precursors.
Smooth solid line represents a model assuming uniform trap density.

and then the signal in the next row as Qy+1 = Qy − δQy. Here n is the density of
traps (assumed to be constant) in a row. This algorithm automatically accounts for
nonlinearity arising from the fact that charge loss is not constant in every row because
signal amplitude is smaller closer to the top of the array. In the calculations we assumed
α = 0.5 and kn = 0.005. It should be noted that the results are not sensitive to small
variations of α.

A thin jumpy line on the plot shows the centroids of gaussians that fit histograms
of the pulse height distributions for each of the rows. It clearly deviates downward
from the model at low row numbers (larger slope means higher trap density according
to 23) and then turns higher than the model near the top of the array, indicating lower
trap density. We used 5th power polynomial fit to this function as a way to smooth it.
The best fit polynomial function was then differentiated according to formula 24. The
resultant plot of density as a function of row number is shown on Fig. 7. Exactly the
same procedure was applied to the events corresponding to the Al K line, the result,
also shown on Fig. 7, is very similar, except that the decline of the trap density is
much more pronounced for Al line at high row numbers. One has to keep in mind that
the data were produced from events with no precursors, and the number of such events
becomes small at the top of the array, implying significantly increased errors in that
region.

4.2 Column-to-Column Variations of Trap density

Flight devices show noticeable variation of the trap density from one column to another.
The amount of data collected in the cuckoo mode for the 16 columns of the chip i3 is
sufficient to demonstrate this. One of the ways to demonstrate such nonuniformity is
to compare the pulse height-vs-row number plots for different columns. Such plots of
the Mn Kα line for 4 selected columns of the flight chip i3 are shown on the Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Normalized trap density as a function of row number calculated separately for Mn
Kα and Al K lines.

The drop of signal amplitude at the top row of a CCD tells how many empty traps
the signal packet encountered on its way from top to the bottom. This amount differs
significantly for the plots on the left (columns 0 and 5) and the plots on the right
(columns 4 and 10).

A complementary way to characterize number of traps in a column is to look at the
amplitude of the trailing pixel behind the center pixel of the event corresponding to
the X-ray emission line. There should be more signal electrons collected in the trailing
pixel in the columns with higher total number of traps. The amplitude of the trailing
pixel is in agreement with the plots shown on Fig. 8.

5 Measurement of time constants of the elec-

tron traps

Knowledge of the time constants and densities of the electron traps is the key to the
implementation of the event amplitude correction algorithm.

5.1 Trails behind X-ray events

If one looks at raw flight data frames, there can clearly be seen tails at least several
pixels long behind the X-ray events formed near the top of the array. This means
there is significant reemission of electrons on a time scale that is comparable to the
pixel transfer time (40 µs) The most powerful way of measuring short time constants
is by looking at the signal amplitude of the pixels immediately behind the center of
the X-ray event because the number of such events can be huge and averaging large
number of events provides high accuracy results.
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For the cuckoo mode data taken from the flight chip i3 at −1200 C (OBSIDs 61831,
61829, 61824, 61822, 61821, 61814, 61812, 61807, 61806, 61802, 61800, 61795, 61794,
61788, 61777) events corresponding to the Mn Kα line were chosen. Event selection
was made by choosing only events which had center pixel amplitude ph within the
boundaries defined by two linear functions: 1455.0− 0.185 · y < ph < 1540.0− 0.14 · y,
where y is row number. Only frames with numbers higher than 350 were chosen in
each observation in order to ignore the transitional period in the beginning. For every
25 sequential frames a bias frame was calculated by finding a median for each pixel.

For all the Mn Kα events from rows between 800 and 950 a histogram for each of
the 32 trailing pixels was made and then fit with a gaussian. Centroids of the gaussians
for each of the trailing pixels are plotted on Fig. 9 as a function of time interval behind
the center pixel.

It is usually assumed that all the traps get filled within the volume occupied by the
charge packet when it arrives at a given pixel. When the packet is transfered away to
the next pixel, the traps start to reemit electrons back and the amount of reemitted
charge decays exponentially with time. If the time constant of the trap is τ then the
amount of charge Qm collected by a pixel that is m pixels behind the pixel containing
charge packet during one full clocking period T can be calculated as

Qm = Q0 exp(−
mT

τ
)

(
1− exp(−

T

τ
)

)
(26)

If there are several traps in the channel, the amount of the collected charge can be
described as a sum of several exponential functions. Because of this the datapoints on
the Fig. 9 were fit with a sum of 4 exponential functions each having its own time
constant and weight. Only 2 shorter time constants were allowed to change in this
fit. Two longer time constants were fixed, they came from a different measurement
described below in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The quality of fit seems to be good, the best
fit parameters are shown on the plot. The trap density shown on the plot corresponds
to the parameter Q0 in the formula 26.

5.2 Tail behind squeegee rows

The squeegee rows have a significant amplitude of accumulated charge which is swept
back and forth through the imaging array, filling the electron traps. When the image
is readout every frame contains charge reemitted by the traps that were filled by the
squeegee rows. Since the squeegee amplitude is much larger than an X-ray, a much
longer time constant can be measured by fitting the shape of the bias level as a function
of row number. To measure the shape of the bias level a histogram is made for each
pixel from the signal values of this pixel in all the raw frames after subtracting a
corresponding overclock value. Then all pixels in the same row are also added to the
same ensemble and a gaussian fit is made to the distribution. A plot of the gaussian
centroids as a function of row number is shown in Fig. 10. This algorithm allows
getting rid of the pixels that have X-ray of cosmic ray signal - they all have high
amplitude and are filtered out by fitting a gaussian to a strong peak near zero.

We have developed a detailed model describing the amplitude of the signal emitted
by squeegee-filled traps. For a single trap it can be described by the following formula:

Qi = Q0 · (i− 13) · exp((i− 1039)
T

τ
)

(
(i− 13) ·

(
1− exp(−

T

τ
)

)
+ (1− exp(−

Tint
τ

))

)
(27)
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where Tint is frame integration time (3.2 s). This model was applied to the data
assuming that there are three different traps in the channel. The fastest trap with
τ = 62µs detected in the previous section is omitted here because we cannot see signal
earlier than 39 pixels behind the squeegee rows and by that time signal from this fast
trap becomes negligible. Time constant for the second fastest trap was fixed, the value
was taken from the previous section. Time dependence of the signal behind squeegee
rows clearly indicate to the presence of the intermediate trap in a ms range. The best
fit value is τ = 1.87ms and we will use it in the simulations described below.

5.3 Comparison of events with no precursors and events
with a single precursor

The crucial step in understanding of the device performance degradation was to sepa-
rate into different groups events that have no precursors in a given frame and events
that have only one precursor. For these two groups of events time that the traps were
allowed to emit charge differs roughly by the frame integration time and because of
that analyzing these two distinct groups of events separately allowed us to evaluate
trap time constant that is comparable to the frame integration time.

Events that have no precursors are transfered over the traps that all were filled
before the start of the frame integration by the squeegee charge on its way to the top of
the array. The number of traps in one pixel that have reemitted the captured electrons
and would contribute to the charge loss can be calculated as Q0(1 − exp(−Tint

τ )) for
one transfer. Here we only take into account frame integration time (3.2 seconds)
and neglect the additional time it takes to transfer squeegee charge up (no more than
1024·40µs = 0.04096s) and signal charge down (also less than 1024·40µs). If the signal
is formed in the row y then the simple model (uniform trap density, no nonlinearity
due to charge loss at large y) predicts charge loss as follows:

Qloss(y) = Q0 · y ·
(

1− exp(−
Tint
τ

)

)
(28)

Events with a single precursor were chosen if they satisfied the following condition:
the amplitude of the first precursor d pixels down the same column must exceed the
amplitude of the event itself. This means that in fact there might be other precursors
in front of the first one, but they are all shadowed by the first precursor and are
nonessential. In the first d transfers to the precursor location the signal packet will
lose charge to the traps that reemitted since they were filled by the squeegee charge
one frame integration time ago (3.2 s, which is relatively long time). This loss can
be described by the term Q0 · d · (1 − exp(−Tint

τ )). During the rest of the transfers to
the bottom of the image section the charge loss will be diminished compared to the
noprecursor event due to the precursor passage and filling the traps. This is the reason
why single precursor events occurring near the top of the array have higher amplitude
than no precursor events from the same location. This can be seen in Fig. 11 upon
careful comparison of the plots on right (single precursor events) and on the left (no
precursor events). This difference in amplitude can only be explained by the presence
of the trap with time constant that is comparable to the frame integration time, and
modeling it can produce the trap parameters.

Since the amplitude of the first precursor exceeds the amplitude of the event, all the
traps in the volume occupied by the signal charge were filled by the precursor charge,
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the number of empty traps in one pixel seen by the signal is Q0 ·(1−exp(−d·T
τ )), where

T is a pixel transfer time (40 µs). This loss must be multiplied by y− d transfers that
are left to reach the frame store section, then the total loss by the signal charge can
be expressed as follows:

Qloss(y) = Q0 · d · (1− exp(−
Tint
τ

)) +Q0 · (y − d) · (1− exp(−
d · T

τ
)) (29)

This model was applied to describe the amplitude of the single precursor events
as a function of the distance d to a precursor (corresponding plots for Mn Kα and
Al K lines are shown on the left on the Fig. 11). Simultaneously the formula 28
with the same trap parameters was applied to the events having no precursors. It
should be noted that all the formulae above are for one trap only, but when mak-
ing the calculations to fit the real data a trivial summation was made to account for
4 different trap levels. Three shorter time constants were adopted from the results
of the previous sections 5.1 and 5.2. A following set of trap parameters produced a
simultaneous fit of reasonable quality for both single precursor and no precursor events:

Time constant τ , s density/pixel Q0, ADU

62.5e-6 0.007
459.6e-6 0.078
1.87e-3 0.07

1.0 0.012

5.4 Fractional charge loss.

On Fig. 12 is shown a plot of the charge loss as a function of a distance to a precursor
normalized to the maximum charge loss. All 4 traps measured in the previous sections
are taken into account. It is assumed that event itself occurred at the row 1000 and
that there is only one precursor which has an amplitude higher than the event. The
plot is similar to the ones shown on left of the Fig. 11, but instead of the loss in ADU
it shows a fraction of the charge loss relative to the total loss possible.

A very important feature of this plot is that the biggest change in the fraction
of the charge loss occurs when the precursors are closer than 100 pixels. A change
of the distance to a precursor within that range can make a dramatic difference in
the event amplitude. The effect on the event amplitude is almost the same for the
precursors that are 200 or 900 pixels away from the event. This is clearly confirmed by
the experimental data (see Fig. 11). This result suggests that it might be beneficial to
discard the events that have precursors closer than 100 pixels away.
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Figure 8: Center pixel amplitude of Mn Kα events as function of row number in 4 different
columns.

Figure 9: Amplitude of the signal in the trailing pixels behind the center of the Mn Kα

event as a function of time. Solid line is a best fit to the data of the sum of the 4 exponential
functions
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Figure 10: Signal behind squeegee rows as a function of row number. Solid line is a best
fit of the model corresponding to 3 different traps to the data. Only 2 time constants are
shown, the long one needs correction described in the next section.

Figure 11: Plots on the left: amplitude of an event (all of them from rows above 800 and all
the events have the closest precursor amplitude larger than that of the event) as a function
of a distance to a precursor. Plots on the right: center pixel amplitude as a function of row
number. These are events that have no precursors. Plots on the top are for Mn Kα line,
plots on the bottom for Al K line.
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Figure 12: Fractional charge loss as a function of distance to a precursor.
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6 Event Amplitude Correction Approaches: 1

In this and the following section we use the charge loss model to correct event ampli-
tudes in two different ways. In the first approach, results from which are described in
this section, we simply make corrections using model parameter values determined from
the analyses described in the previous three sections. We determine the (corrected)
spectral resolution as a function of detector row number for two types of correction
and for events with and without precursors.

6.1 Methods

6.1.1 Event selection

Using the i3, quadrant 3, “cuckoo” datasets captured prior to 15 January 2001 with a
stable temperature (OBSIDs 61831 61829 61824 61822 61821 61812 61807 61806 61802
61800 61795 61794 61788 61777), reject the first 400 exposures (because this is a no-
flush mode) and any exposure with a standard deviation of the overclocks greater than
5.0 adu, create a bias as the median of the first 15 accepted frames. Then select events
using the normal flight rules with a threshold of 50 adu and a split threshold of 13 adu.

6.1.2 Precursor selection

For each column of each event, look for all preceding pixels above the threshold of
50 adu. Stop as soon as a pixel as high as the event pixel is reached. Eliminate any
precursor candidates that are separated from the event pixel by a precursor of greater
amplitude.

Note that only ten precursors were allowed. Any events for which any of the three
columns had more than ten precursors was rejected. This eliminated less than 0.2% of
events.

6.1.3 CTI correction

The three pixels in the center row of each event were corrected for CTI by adding a
row dependent fraction of its pulse height scaled by the density for each of the four
suspected traps.

Below is the IDL code, where the scale factor, “denscal”, is 1.0, the densities, “den-
sities[tauii]”, used here are 0.00700000, 0.0780000, 0.0700000, and 0.0179019, “alpha”
used is 0.5, and the fe55 peak location, “Efe55[data.NODE]”, is the best fit of the first
six rows for the data set (six rows were chosen because that was the fewest number of
rows that would still give more than 100 counts under the MnK alpha peak).

for tauii=0,3 do begin

delta=delta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *

(data.phas[4] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy )

ldelta=ldelta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *

(data.phas[3] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy )

rdelta=rdelta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *
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Table 1: Model Parameters: 1

Trap Density Time constant
(ADU/pixel)

1 0.0070 62.5 µs
2 0.0780 459.6 µs
3 0.0700 1.87 ms
4 0.0179 1.0 s

(data.phas[5] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy )

endfor ; end for tauii=0,3 do begin

The “delta”s are then added to the original pixel values for the center pixel, and
the pixel to its left and to its right.

6.1.4 Precursor correction

As described in section 2, the CTI correction described above should be multiplied
times 1.0 - F, where F is zero when there are no precursors and approaches 1.0 when
there are close, large precursors.

An exact definition of F is in equation 4, reproduced here:

F = F (τ, {ti}, {Vi}) = e−
tsq
τ +

j∑
i=1

Vi
VX

(
yi
yX

(e−
ti
τ − e−

tsq
τ )−

yi+1

yX
(e−

ti+1
τ − e−

tsq
τ )

)
(30)

The IDL code is listed in an appendix. Model parameters used in the CTI and
precursor correction are shown in Table 1.
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6.2 Results of Performance Correction

The following figures compare the performance of ACIS I3 with and without squeegee
and any CTI correction software algorithms. Our chosen figure of merit is the FWHM
for events occurring at the top of the CCD, far from the framestore. On the I3 CCD
this region corresponds to the ACIS I-array aimpoint. In all cases only the G02346
events are used. Each bin includes 32 rows to minimize the pulseheight difference
across the bin. The line width versus row is calculated for the three strongest lines
of the external calibration source; Al-K at 1.5 keV, Ti-Kα at 4.5 keV, and Mn-Kα
at 5.9 keV. The best counting statistics are at Mn-Kα so all numerical values quoted
can be assumed to represent performance at 5.9 keV near the top of the CCD (rows
961-992). Table 2 is a listing of the FWHM at these rows. The 1-sigma errors listed
are purely statistical errors from Poisson noise in each bin of the count spectra and do
not represent any additional uncertainty associated with the correction process.

A number of mitigation strategies are shown in Figure 13. This figure shows the
FWHM versus row in ADU rather than eV to remove any bias in the gain calculation
due to the presence or absence of pulseheight correction. FWHM values in eV are
shown in Figure 14 and use the local gain in each bin. Using the local gain slightly
overestimates the FWHM of data without any pulseheight correction relative to cor-
rected data. The standard readout mode using the same columns on I3 as the cuckoo
data has the worst performance with a FWHM of 418 ± 6 eV. Applying the CTI cor-
rection algorithm summarized in Section 6.1.3 improves this to 276 ± 4 eV. Running
the CCD in the 16-row vanilla squeegee mode yields a FWHM of 278 ± 6 eV. The
final two sets of data, in addition to running in squeegee mode, apply the corrections
described in Section 6.1. The simpler CTI correction yields a FWHM of 224 ± 5 eV,
while the full correction including the effects of precursors on the event yields 232 ± 6
eV, and does not seem to be an improvement over a simpler position and energy de-
pendent pulseheight correction. This last correction is equivalent to model a discussed
in section 7.

Figure 15 demonstrates the additional improvement that is possible by filtering
out events which have any precursor charge (defined to be > 50 ADU) in the same
frame in the center column of the event island. Figure 16 shows the same data using
the local gain to calculate FWHM in eV. For comparison with the previous figures,
the uncorrected data for normal and squeegee readout are shown. Removing events
with preceding charge with no pulseheight correction improves the FWHM to 260 ±
12 eV. The best performance, 211 ± 10 eV is found with the addition of the position
and energy dependent pulseheight correction. Filtering the events by precursor history
removes what would have been valid events, particularly far from the framestore, and
decreases the apparent CCD quantum efficiency. Figure 17 shows the count rate of
events under the fitted Gaussian for events with no precursors in the center column
and events with no precursors in all three columns versus all events in the squeegee
data. Filtering the events by precursor history removes a large fraction of the events
at the top of the CCD with a precursor threshold of 50 ADU. Figure 17 also shows
that both the CTI correction and the full correction have little effect on the count rate
of G02346 events.

Figure 18 shows a direct comparison of the pulseheight histograms for the correction
strategies at the Mn-Kα/Kβ and Al-K spectral lines for rows 800-1000. While the
histograms have been normalized, no additional gain shift has been applied. The three
cases shown are the simple CTI correction (red), the full correction including precursors
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(green) and the precursor filtered eventlist with a simple CTI correction (blue). The
precursor filtered data clearly shows a lack of events on the high pulseheight side of
the spectral line as is expected.

The full correction including the effect of precursors does not seem to improve the
performance substantially over a simpler CTI correction. We know that precursors
do affect the spectral resolution, but perhaps some part of the precursor correction
strategy is incorrect. In order to investigate this, the squeegee data was separated into
two categories; events with a precursor within 100 rows of the event center (∼ 60% of
the events), and events with a precursor more than 100 rows of the event center. A
substantial fraction (∼ 80%) of the events in the first category have their first precursor
charge packet in the bottom pixel of the event island. The second category, events with
precursor charge more than 100 rows away, includes events with no precursor charge
at all which make up 68% of this group. Figures 19 and 20 compare the performance
of these two categories with that of the uncorrected squeegee data. Of the data with
nearby precursors, 88% are G7 events so the counting statistics in G02346 events are
much poorer. Without any correction, the fwhm of the distant precursor group is 263 ±
6 eV similar to the data with no precursors, while the nearby precursor group is much
worse, 377 ± 29 eV. CTI and precursor correction improves the performance of both
groups to 207 ± 5 eV and 264 ± 19 eV, with the distant precursor group substantially
outperforming the nearby precursor group.

Figure 21 compares the distribution of ASCA grades for data with and without
CTI correction. In all the panels, uncorrected data is shown in black, data that has
been CTI corrected is shown in red and data that has had the full correction is shown
in green. By design, the CTI and full corrections do not significantly change the grade
distribution. As is already known, squeegee mode increases the relative number of G7
events over normal readout mode. Limiting events to those with no or only distant
precursors reduces the ratio of G7 to good events significantly.
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Table 2: Measured Performance for Rows 961-992

Dataset No. of FWHM ± Err (eV)
Events AlKα TiKα MnKα

All events
No squeegee no corrections 245140 185 5 319 9 418 6
No squeegee CTI correction 155 4 234 6 276 4

Squeegee no corrections 301369 147 6 242 12 278 6
Squeegee CTI correction 140 6 191 9 224 5
Squeegee full correction 135 6 196 10 232 6

Events with no precursors
Squeegee no corrections 82653 145 14 249 31 260 12
Squeegee full correction 142 14 177 21 211 10

Events with no or distant precursors
Squeegee no corrections 120896 142 7 238 13 263 6
Squeegee CTI correction 136 6 183 9 210 5
Squeegee full correction 122 5 169 9 207 5

Events with nearby precursors
Squeegee no corrections 180473 240 66 390 81 377 29
Squeegee CTI correction 237 65 323 71 280 22
Squeegee full correction 226 69 323 65 264 19
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Figure 13: FWHM versus row at 5.9, 4.5 and 1.5 keV utilizing a number of CTI mitiga-
tion/correction strategies. Note the suppressed zero on the y axis.
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Figure 14: Same data as Figure 13 using the local gain to calculate FWHM in eV. Note the
suppressed zero on the y axis.
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Figure 15: FWHM versus row at 5.9, 4.5 and 1.5 keV utilizing a number of CTI mitiga-
tion/correction strategies including filtering events by precursor history. Note the suppressed
zero on the y axis
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Figure 16: Same data as Figure 15 using the local gain to calculate FWHM in eV. Note the
suppressed zero on the y axis
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Figure 17: Fitted count rate versus row at 5.9, 4.5 and 1.5 keV when filtering events by
precursor history.
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Figure 18: Pulseheight histograms around the Mn-Kα/Kβ (top) and Al-K (bottom) spectral
lines for three correction strategies.
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Figure 19: FWHM versus row at 5.9, 4.5 and 1.5 keV of events with nearby precursor charge
and events with distant precursor charge. Note the suppressed zero on the y axis
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Figure 20: Same data as Figure 19 using the local gain to calculate FWHM in eV. Note the
suppressed zero on the y axis
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Figure 21: Distribution of ASCA grades
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7 Event Amplitude Correction Approaches: 2

In this section we describe a second approach to event amplitude correction. In this
approach, rather than using the charge-loss model parameter values derived earlier in
this memo, we vary the parameter values to produce the best spectral resolution. In
order to expedite this fitting process we have simplified the model so that only one
trap species is included. We present results for all events from the “top” quarter of the
device in all cases; this allows us to optimize each column separately and so quantify
the effects of column-to-column CTI variation on resolution. We also investigate the
effects of precursors on resolution.

7.1 Methods

The following describes the analysis given to columns 952-967 and rows 768-1007 of
CCD I3.

The analysis began by discarding the first 400 frames of each run and creating a
bias map from the median value of each pixel in the next 16 frames. This was used to
identify and grade all events, retaining those with ASCA grade codes of 0, 2, 3, 4, and
6. The event and split thresholds were set at 38 and 13 ADU, respectively.

At the same time, the location and value of all pixels above the split threshold were
saved in a list that could be rapidly searched to provide estimates of charge loss for
subsequent events.

Charge loss was estimated by one of 4 algorithms, each of which assumed only a
single long time-constant trap:

a same CTI loss factor for all columns

b different CTI loss factor for each of the 16 columns

c same as (b) but only including events without precursor charge

d same as (b) but excluding events without precursor charge

The major part of the charge-loss correction was independent of precursor charge and
came from the sum of terms

C × y ×ADUα (31)

in each of the 1-3 columns in which the event may have deposited charge. C is the
(possibly column-dependent) “CTI loss factor”, y is the row index of the event, and α
is approximately 0.5.

In addition to C and α, the following parameters were used:

1 ADU-to-energy constant offset

2 ADU-to-energy linear scale factor

3 time constant of long-term trap (models a,b,d)

4 density of long-term trap (models a,b,d)

7.2 Results of Performance: 2

Having made the corrections, the events were summed into a histogram which was
compared to a histogram of calibration data from the same columns of the same CCD
prior to launch. The trap parameters were varied to minimize the χ2 of the fit. Finally,
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Table 3: Measured Performance: 2

Run Events FWHM (eV)
AlKa TiKa MnKa MnKb

Model a 30354 147.3 196.0 230.8 279.8
Model b 30366 148.5 158.1 191.1 208.0
Model c 5267 132.1 148.0 164.1 180.4
Model d 20662 150.0 155.4 193.7 216.2
Prelaunch 127165 71.2 115.5 129.1 137.2

Table 4: Model Parameters

Run α t (msec)

Model a 0.54 2716.6
Model b 0.42 9.0
Model c 0.43 N/A
Model d 0.42 3.9

the FWHM of the four strongest lines of the calibration source were determined from
the histogram created from the fitted parameters. The FWHM results are shown
in Table 3. The corresponding widths of the pre-launch histogram are shown for
comparison. These data are for rows 768-1007. The parameter values corresponding
to these results are shown in Table 4.

Table 5 demonstrates the variance of fitted cal line widths for each separate run on
CCD I3 Quad D, Rows 768-1007. Note the instability of the weaker line widths when
using more parameters (model A vs. model B), or less data (model C). The last line
of each series, “All”, is from the pre-launch calibration run and is not included in the
variance computation.
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Table 5:

Model A: Single CTI factor for all columns, 1 trap

RUN CCD Routine OBSID AlKa TiKa TiKb MnKa MnKb X2/N

-----------------------------------------------------------------

L29 I3 ctiCmp4 61831 154.2 196.7 134.7 241.1 230.5 2.19

L30 I3 ctiCmp4 61829 159.7 219.3 165.3 238.5 255.5 1.62

L31 I3 ctiCmp4 61824 155.3 195.4 339.2 243.6 311.5 2.91

L32 I3 ctiCmp4 61822 171.9 204.6 303.6 238.5 286.1 1.86

L33 I3 ctiCmp4 61821 172.0 201.7 235.1 246.0 275.6 1.70

L34 I3 ctiCmp4 61817 131.7 196.7 296.9 232.4 310.7 2.07

L35 I3 ctiCmp4 61814 147.1 191.5 304.1 220.7 283.8 2.29

L36 I3 ctiCmp4 61812 157.2 187.7 304.3 246.2 309.8 1.33

L37 I3 ctiCmp4 61807 148.3 201.7 255.0 235.2 312.3 2.80

L38 I3 ctiCmp4 61806 143.8 168.1 599.9 230.6 241.5 2.69

L39 I3 ctiCmp4 61802 148.3 192.0 302.0 224.6 273.7 2.26

L40 I3 ctiCmp4 61800 158.5 186.9 327.8 229.0 229.7 1.59

L41 I3 ctiCmp4 61795 161.3 214.0 232.5 243.1 373.2 2.27

L42 I3 ctiCmp4 61794 155.8 213.9 244.9 219.3 322.8 1.12

L43 I3 ctiCmp4 61788 163.1 214.9 318.2 243.7 243.3 1.87

L44 I3 ctiCmp4 61784 153.9 206.6 299.5 241.9 212.1 1.66

L45 I3 ctiCmp4 61777 153.9 196.6 314.8 231.1 359.0 1.44

All I3 ervFit TV_I3 71.2 115.5 125.0 129.1 137.2 N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------------

RMS Variance 9.5 12.3 94.3 8.4 44.3

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Model B: Separate CTI factor for each column, 1 trap

RUN CCD Routine OBSID AlKa TiKa TiKb MnKa MnKb X2/N

-----------------------------------------------------------------

L29 I3 ctiCmp5 61831 128.5 194.3 243.7 202.3 247.0 0.17

L30 I3 ctiCmp5 61829 130.5 181.8 417.9 194.9 228.4 0.18

L31 I3 ctiCmp5 61824 129.7 160.7 2782.8 193.3 235.4 0.21

L32 I3 ctiCmp5 61822 135.7 179.9 575.4 193.4 292.2 0.20

L33 I3 ctiCmp5 61821 143.2 196.8 214.5 201.9 236.6 0.22

L34 I3 ctiCmp5 61817 151.7 158.9 245.2 190.6 271.5 0.20

L35 I3 ctiCmp5 61814 143.5 163.8 555.8 186.3 218.6 0.15

L36 I3 ctiCmp5 61812 154.5 157.8 608.5 194.7 255.3 0.19

L37 I3 ctiCmp5 61807 125.6 175.7 471.0 200.0 262.7 0.21

L38 I3 ctiCmp5 61806 138.7 173.1 174.6 186.1 241.9 0.14

L39 I3 ctiCmp5 61802 138.8 161.9 473.2 186.3 210.1 0.14

L40 I3 ctiCmp5 61800 127.6 163.7 589.6 189.3 222.5 0.16

L41 I3 ctiCmp5 61795 143.3 170.8 410.4 214.3 278.7 0.33

L42 I3 ctiCmp5 61794 144.4 188.4 0.5 192.8 217.1 0.15

L43 I3 ctiCmp5 61788 132.9 190.0 440.9 215.2 222.3 0.33

L44 I3 ctiCmp5 61784 121.2 170.1 350.0 188.1 259.8 0.15
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L45 I3 ctiCmp5 61777 120.8 169.7 464.1 199.0 272.8 0.17

All I3 ervFit TV_I3 71.2 115.5 125.0 129.1 137.2 N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------------

RMS Variance 9.7 12.3 585.9 8.6 23.8

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Model C: Separate CTI factor for each column, no precursors

RUN CCD Routine OBSID AlKa TiKa TiKb MnKa MnKb X2/N

-----------------------------------------------------------------

L29 I3 ctiCmp7 61831 134.1 122.3 1749.3 150.8 126.0 0.10

L30 I3 ctiCmp7 61829 101.1 95.6 2401.2 142.8 159.7 0.08

L31 I3 ctiCmp7 61824 112.4 145.6 106.4 171.3 176.2 0.16

L32 I3 ctiCmp7 61822 115.0 126.4 173.7 163.0 327.6 0.18

L33 I3 ctiCmp7 61821 136.0 182.1 503.0 151.0 137.3 0.14

L34 I3 ctiCmp7 61817 133.7 112.0 0.2 165.1 289.1 0.20

L35 I3 ctiCmp7 61814 121.9 139.0 486.0 159.4 233.6 0.14

L36 I3 ctiCmp7 61812 142.9 123.3 2296.8 162.0 179.4 0.18

L37 I3 ctiCmp7 61807 122.3 162.5 498.7 180.3 205.7 0.25

L38 I3 ctiCmp7 61806 107.2 149.3 126.1 136.8 290.4 0.11

L39 I3 ctiCmp7 61802 151.2 154.8 242.5 140.3 138.0 0.08

L40 I3 ctiCmp7 61800 108.2 142.0 163.3 158.1 192.3 0.08

L41 I3 ctiCmp7 61795 102.8 187.7 130.0 162.7 131.9 0.14

L42 I3 ctiCmp7 61794 125.2 161.1 106.3 145.2 176.8 0.10

L43 I3 ctiCmp7 61788 127.2 173.0 143.9 169.7 620.2 0.20

L44 I3 ctiCmp7 61784 141.7 180.1 77.2 155.9 867.6 0.12

L45 I3 ctiCmp7 61777 148.6 132.6 3195.4 169.3 195.3 0.14

All I3 ervFit TV_I3 71.2 115.5 125.0 129.1 137.2 N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------------

RMS Variance 15.5 25.3 976.3 11.7 189.5

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Model D: Separate CTI factor for each column, 1 trap, only precursors

RUN CCD Routine OBSID AlKa TiKa TiKb MnKa MnKb X2/N

-----------------------------------------------------------------

L29 I3 ctiCmp8 61831 156.1 189.5 534.9 221.2 558.8 0.28

L30 I3 ctiCmp8 61829 137.5 207.9 196.7 209.2 388.8 0.20

L31 I3 ctiCmp8 61824 143.0 157.6 2733.9 194.1 226.3 0.19

L32 I3 ctiCmp8 61822 155.6 186.4 625.7 221.7 307.9 0.35

L33 I3 ctiCmp8 61821 160.1 183.2 395.5 209.1 382.8 0.33

L34 I3 ctiCmp8 61817 162.9 171.9 356.5 202.2 259.4 0.22

L35 I3 ctiCmp8 61814 149.3 144.7 679.0 185.1 229.1 0.13

L36 I3 ctiCmp8 61812 177.4 164.2 107.3 205.9 264.0 0.29

L37 I3 ctiCmp8 61807 126.8 187.5 434.9 207.5 241.7 0.21

L38 I3 ctiCmp8 61806 148.8 173.2 727.7 196.9 185.1 0.21

L39 I3 ctiCmp8 61802 155.9 182.4 490.6 203.9 270.0 0.41

L40 I3 ctiCmp8 61800 148.1 173.3 646.7 196.5 304.1 0.20

L41 I3 ctiCmp8 61795 155.2 187.4 508.4 206.8 646.6 0.28
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L42 I3 ctiCmp8 61794 149.8 191.8 549.3 205.5 506.4 0.23

L43 I3 ctiCmp8 61788 130.8 177.3 520.9 212.2 275.0 0.25

L44 I3 ctiCmp8 61784 125.7 173.2 360.0 189.0 505.3 0.17

L45 I3 ctiCmp8 61777 118.3 168.4 473.1 195.9 455.7 0.16

All I3 ervFit TV_I3 71.2 115.5 125.0 129.1 137.2 N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------------

RMS Variance 14.8 14.2 554.1 9.7 131.5

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 22: Corrected Histograms: Model A

Figure 23: Corrected Histograms: Model B
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Figure 24: Corrected Histograms: Model C

Figure 25: Corrected Histograms: Model D
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Figure 26: Scatter Plot of Event Energies vs. Row: Model A

Figure 27: Scatter Plot of Event Energies vs. Row: Model B
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Figure 28: Scatter Plot of Event Energies vs. Row: Model C

Figure 29: Scatter Plot of Event Energies vs. Row: Model D
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8 Theoretical Limits on Performance

8.1 Random Noise in CTI-induced Charge Loss

As an event is transferred along a CCD column, charge from that event can be cap-
tured by radiation damage induced electron traps. Whether a particular electron is
captured or not is a random process, so the charge trapping process introduces a ran-
dom fluctuation in the observed pulseheight. This places a limit on the performance
improvement available to any correction approach.

Assuming α=0.5 and uniform trap density, equation 20 gives the observed charge as
a function of the injected charge, row number, and kn. A reasonable fit to the observed
charge loss on I3 is found for kn = 0.005. If the fluctuation in charge loss is assumed to
be Poissonian, the fwhm for a given energy and row can then be calculated. Figure 30
compares the fwhm performance of I3 before launch, the theoretical performance limits
at row numbers 500 and 1000, our current progress at CTI mitigation and the current
performance of the BI CCD, S3.

Figure 30: Theoretical limits on the FWHM versus energy from charge loss for a damaged
CCD at rows 1000 (red) and 500 (blue) and for an undamaged CCD (black). Also shown
are observed FWHM for some of the correction methods discussed and for S3.
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9 Discussion

We summarize our findings as follows:

1. Pulse-height dependent CTI correction substantially improves spectral resolution
for both squeegee and standard readout modes. See, for example, Figure 14.
This correction can be applied to faint-mode data in ground processing without
any changes to flight software. The best correction (including 16-row squeegee
and CTI correction but without any future flight software modifications) improves
resolution (FWHM) by a factor of 1.8 at 5.9 keV and by a factor of 1.2 at 1.5
keV.

2. Column-to-column variations in CTI substantially degrade resolution at 5.9 keV
(by about a factor of 1.25) but have less effect at 1.5 keV and 4.5 keV. Compare
models a and b in Table 3.

3. Precursor events degrade resolution substantially. Rejecting events with precur-
sors improves resolution (after correction for column-to-column variations) by an
additional factor of 1.15 at 5.9 keV and by nearly the same factor at 1.5 keV.
Compare models b and c in Table 3, and see Figure 16. This improvement is ob-
tained at the cost of a significant reduction (factor of 4-6) in detection efficiency;
see Figure 17. Event selection on the basis of precursors would require a change
in the ACIS flight software.

4. The resolution obtained for events without precursors is quite close (after correc-
tion for column-to-column variations) to the model-predicted value at 5.9 keV,
but worse than expected (by a factor of about 1.3) at 1.5 keV. See Figure 30.

5. Although there is no doubt that precursors degrade resolution substantially, we
are currently unable to improve resolution appreciably by correcting for the ef-
fects of precursors when they occur. The reason for the failure of the precursor
correction model is not understood at this writing.

6. The energy dependent CTI correction for the ACIS flight instrument presented
here may be inaccurate when extrapolated to energies below the range covered by
the flight calibration source (1.5 to 6.4 keV). Laboratory data illustrate that the
CTI correction becomes more sensitive to charge loss model parameters at lower
energies (see Figure 2.) Accurate low-energy CTI corrections probably require
ACIS calibration measurements with low-energy lines from celestial sources (and
gratings in place.) This is the case even if no additional ACIS flight software
patches are implemented.

We discuss each of these points in turn. The only known mechanism by which the
energy-dependent CTI correction can improve spectral resolution is through correction
of split events. The tendency for the CTI correction to improve spectral resolution
most at highest energies is consistent with this view. In principle this correction is
quite similar to that described by Leisa Townsley and colleagues (2000 ApJ 534 L139),
though Leisa does not report on the effect of this correction on spectral resolution in
the work cited.

The column-to-column variation of CTI has been reported in ASCA CCDs (e.g.,
Dotani et al., 2000 HEAD) and also by Leisa Townsley for ACIS detectors (via ACIS
telecon.) The present work provides the first quantitative estimate of the effect of this
variation on spectral resolution, and also characterizes the variation within a single
column. While it seems unlikely that sufficient calibration data will ever be taken to
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calibrate this effect for all 104 columns in the ACIS focal plane, it may be possible to
determine the variation for a selected subset of columns (e.g., those nearest the HRMA
aimpoint.) It should be noted that the energy dependence of the column-to-column
variation is mildly puzzling: scaling the improvement observed at 5.9 keV, we would
expect a modest resolution improvement at 1.5 keV (to 132 eV FWHM from 148 eV
FWHM.) In fact we observe no change.

The failure of the precursor corrections to improve resolution is not understood. It is
clear that precursors affect pulseheight and resolution, since events without precursors
show markedly better energy resolution. Also, as the model predicts (see Figure 12),
events with nearby precursors show more (uncorrected) variance than those with dis-
tant precursors (see Table 2). We also find a mild a correlation between event ampli-
tude and precursor-to-event distance for events with a single precursor. (see Figure 11).
Finally, our models accurately predict the trap-induced tails behind X-ray events. Nev-
ertheless, we seem at present unable accurately to predict precursor-induced changes
in event amplitude. We observe that particle events occuring in the framestore area
during readout will be “false precursors” since they will not affect CTI. While this
phenomenon will limit the accuracy of our precursor corrections, we do not believe it
explains our results, since false precursors will be a modest fraction of all precursors.
Thus, while our current precursor correction model is clearly not sufficiently accurate,
there is substantial evidence that it is qualitatively correct. For this reason, we believe
further improvement may be possible either with a better estimate of the long-term
time constants or by rejecting events for which the expected precursor corrections are
large.
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10 Possible onboard algorithms for sending pre-

cursor information

Recognizing that cache memory and processor cycles are at a premium within the flight
instrument, the only practical way to detect precursor charge is to update the flight
software within each Front End Processor (FEP). Provision has been made to apply
patches to FEP code, as is already done to implement Cc3x3 mode and to correct
several coding bugs that went undetected until shortly before launch.

Since the precursor charge is isolated within its CCD column, an account must be
made of each column separately. With the limited amount of fast memory available,
this limits the amount of data that can be stored per column to some 25 32-bit words.
Since both the row index and ADU value of each precursor must be stored, it is
reasonable to pack the two into a single 32-bit word, of which no more than 25 can
be stored per column. Since precursor charge is assumed to refill all previous traps
that were filled by charge of a greater value, it is only necessary to examine charge
whose value increases with increasing row separation: lesser intervening values can be
removed from the store. The average number of precursor values that were examined
for each column of each event in the analysis of CCD I3 in section 7, above, was 16.

Currently, in faint mode, each 3x3 event is reported in 16 bytes of telemetry. 40
bytes are used for each 5x5 event in very faint mode.

We envision two possible approaches to the on-board correction process. In the
first, the per-column corrections are computed within the FEP and included within
the downlink event packets. This would add some 4 bytes to each event record. Since
columns with no precursor charge are probably best corrected on the ground, these
should also be flagged within the event records.

The second approach is to report precursor charge information within each event
record, but perform the correction on the ground. If full information were to be in-
cluded, this would add some 206 bytes to fixed-length event records, or 90 bytes if the
records were made of varying length (which would greatly increase the task of patching
the Back End Processor and would also lead to less reliability in cases of telemetry
dropouts, etc.) Since even the 40-bytes-per-event of very faint mode comes close to
saturating the downlink bandwidth on all but the weakest sources at times of low
background, these further increases in telemetry content are not practical.

If we were to use no more bandwidth in reporting precursor charge associated with
3x3 events than we use to report 5x5 events, i.e., 24 bytes per event, we would need
to assign 64 bits to each of the three columns. These bits must be assigned as n
elements, each reporting m bits of ADU information and r bits of row position, such
that n ∗ (m+ r) = 64. Optimum n, m, and r can be found by trial and error using the
“Cuckoo” data set.

A second consideration is the overhead in FEP CPU cycles required to characterize
the precursor charge. Currently, the detection of pixels with values above the event
threshold is performed by firmware, with the 1-bit results packed into a threshold
crossing buffer which is subsequently examined by the FEP CPU in chunks of 32 bits
at a time. Since there are typically no more than 40,000 threshold crossings in each
1024x1024 pixel frame, most crossing buffer words contain no ON bits. Only when one
is detected does the FEP CPU need to examine the values of the surrounding pixel
and bias values to determine whether the central pixel is a local maximum.

The most accurate on-board algorithm would maintain a sorted list of precursor
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threshold crossing values versus row index, removing and compacting the list as each
frame is processed. If this were to prove too inefficient, the 25 available words-per-
column could each be assigned a particular range of ADU and would store the nearest
(in roow number) precursor charge within each range. The ideal mapping of ADU
range to slot index is still to be determined, but this algorithm would run very much
faster that one using a sorted list.

In conclusion, the following changes would need to be made to flight software (in-
cluding the provision of “squeegee” mode):

1. Back-End Processor

a Update to Te-mode parameter block parser to recognize a new “fepMode”.

b Optional update to Te-mode parameter block parser to recognize additional “squeegee”
mode parameters.

c Update to scienceManager to add new Te-mode class, new FEP ring buffer record
type, and new telemetry packet forms.

d Update to PRAM generator to add permanent Squeegee mode.

2. Front-End Processor

a Addition of enhanced Te3x3 processor functions to save data on precursor charge
and report them to the BEP via the ring buffer.

b Updates to FEP control logic to accommodate new functions.

3. Instrument Procedures & Command Language (IP&CL)

a New field values and (possible) fields within loadTeBlock command packets.

b New class of telemetry packets based on exposureTeFaint and dataTeFaint.
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A Appendix: IDL Code for Precursor Correc-

tion (Method 1)

This appendix contains the IDL code described in section 6.1.4. As described in sec-
tion 2 the CTI correction should be multiplied times 1.0 - F, where F is zero when
there are no precursors and approaches 1.0 when there are close, large precursors.

An exact definition of F is in equation 4, reproduced here:

F = F (τ, {ti}, {Vi}) = e−
tsq
τ +

j∑
i=1

Vi
VX

(
yi
yX

(e−
ti
τ − e−

tsq
τ )−

yi+1

yX
(e−

ti+1
τ − e−

tsq
τ )

)
(32)

Below is the IDL code. The IDL data structure “data” is defined as

struct={prec,expno:0,exptime:0,time:0L,node:0,ccdx:0,ccdy:0,phas:intarr(9),

left:intarr(2,10),center:intarr(2,10),right:intarr(2,10)}

data=replicate(struct,size)

where left, center and right are sorted lists of (distance, pulseheight) for the first
ten relevant precursors in the left, center and right columns of the event.

for tauii=0,3 do begin

tsq=(float(data.exptime)/1000.)/(40.E-6) +1024. - float(data.ccdy)

f0=exp( -1.* tsq /taus[tauii] )

for ii=0,8 do begin

f1=( (data.center[1,ii]<data.phas[4])/data.phas[4]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.center[0,ii]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.center[0,ii])/taus[tauii])

f4=(data.center[0,ii+1]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f5=exp(-1.*(data.center[0,ii+1])/taus[tauii])

fcenter=f0 + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) - f4*(f5 - f0) )

f1=( (data.left[1,ii]<data.phas[3])/data.phas[3]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.left[0,ii]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.left[0,ii])/taus[tauii])

f4=(data.left[0,ii+1]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f5=exp(-1.*(data.left[0,ii+1])/taus[tauii])

fleft=f0 + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) - f4*(f5 - f0) )

f1=( (data.right[1,ii]<data.phas[3])/data.phas[3]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.right[0,ii]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.right[0,ii])/taus[tauii])

f4=(data.right[0,ii+1]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f5=exp(-1.*(data.right[0,ii+1])/taus[tauii])

fright=f0 + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) - f4*(f5 - f0) )

endfor ; end for ii=0,8 do begin

f1=( (data.center[1,9]<data.phas[4])/data.phas[4]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.center[0,9]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.center[0,9])/taus[tauii])

fcenter=fcenter + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) )
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f1=( (data.left[1,9]<data.phas[3])/data.phas[3]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.left[0,9]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.left[0,9])/taus[tauii])

fleft=fleft + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) )

f1=( (data.right[1,9]<data.phas[3])/data.phas[3]) ^ alpha

f2=(data.right[0,9]+data.ccdy)/data.ccdy

f3=exp(-1.*(data.right[0,9])/taus[tauii])

fright=fright + f1*( f2*(f3 - f0) )

delta=delta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *

(data.phas[4] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy *

( 1. - fcenter ) )

ldelta=ldelta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *

(data.phas[3] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy *

( 1. - fleft ) )

rdelta=rdelta + ( denscal*densities[tauii] *

(data.phas[5] / Efe55[data.NODE]) ^ alpha * data.ccdy *

( 1. - fright ) )

endfor ; end for tauii=0,3 do begin

Again, the “delta” values are added to the three pixels in the central row of the
event.
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2 Appendix: C Code for Precursor Correction

(Method 2)

This appendix contains key algorithms from the C-code described in section 7.

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

const NS = 32; // depth of per-column stack

const NC = 1024; // number of columns

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

struct _stk { // saved thresholds

int count; // number saved in this column

struct { // single saved element

short row; // row index

short adu; // ADU above bias

} val[NS];

} stack[NC];

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

// save a threshold crossing event

void ctisave(int row, int col, int adu)

{

struct _stk *sp = &stack[col]; // -> stack slice

int zz = sp->count; // # stacked elements

// remove from stack all elements with lower or equal adu

while (zz > 0 && sp->val[zz-1].adu <= adu)

zz--;

// if stack full, shift out bottom element

if (zz >= NS) {

zz = NS-1;

for (int ii = 0; ii < zz; ii++)

sp->val[ii] = sp->val[ii+1];

}

// push new value onto stack

sp->val[zz].adu = adu > 4095 ? 4095 : adu;

sp->val[zz].row = row;

sp->count = zz+1;

}

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

// model parameters

double WPARM; // trap time constant

double DPARM; // trap density

double EPARM; // pixel log(volume/ADU)

double CPARM[NC]; // CTI per row transfer

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

// return CTI correction

double cticor(int row, int col, int adu)
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{

struct _stk *sp = &stack[col]; // -> stack slice

double vol1 = 0; // inner charge volume

double acc = 0; // correction to adu

// loop through stack

for (int zz = sp->count; --zz >= 0; ) {

double aa = sp->val[zz].adu > adu ? adu : sp->val[zz].adu;

double ee = exp(sp->val[zz].row - row)/WPARM;

double vol2 = pow(aa, EPARM);

acc += (vol2 - vol1) * DPARM * (row - sp->val[zz].row * ee);

if (sp->val[zz].adu >= adu)

break;

vol1 = vol2;

}

if (sp->count > 0 && adu > sp->val[0].adu) {

acc += DPARM * (pow(adu, EPARM) - pow(sp->val[0].adu, EPARM)) * row;

}

acc += CPARM[col] * pow(adu, EPARM) * row;

return acc;

}

//------------------------------------------------------------------------
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